
Genius 1821 

Chapter 1821 An Intense Battle! 

The blissful scholar had never thought that he would not have any advantage over the great demonic 

Lord even though he had successfully passed the Tribulation and become an Almighty in the Tribulation 

passing stage. 

In this way, the pride he had after transcending the Tribulation was instantly suppressed. 

Ye chen could read the blissful scholar's mind but he did not have the time to explain. They had to deal 

with the great demon master now. 

"Focus, we'll deal with him together!" Ye chen shouted, trying to freshen up the blissful scholar. 

"Alright!" 

The blissful scholar had no other thoughts at the moment. He wanted to save the people of the blissful 

Summit, so he could only cooperate with ye chen. 

"You restrain the specter. I'll deal with his main body!" 

"En!" 

The blissful scholar nodded. According to ye Chen's request, he was to use the blissful scholar to restrain 

the specter controlled by the demonic wheel. 

"Whoosh!" 

Ye Chen's figure flashed like a ROC from the nine Heavens as he pounced toward the great demon 

master. 

"Hahaha, brat, you've got guts!" 

The great Demon Lord sneered. The demonic energy in his body transformed into countless tentacles 

that bombarded ye chen. 

Each of the attacks could easily kill a void training stage cultivator. If it was not ye chen but an ordinary 

void training stage cultivator, they would have been killed countless times. 

"You actually managed to block so many of my attacks. It seems that I didn't give you enough pressure!" 

The first Demon King's body glowed with demonic light, and suddenly, countless demonic light bumps 

appeared on his body. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Then, these protrusions began to gather Pandora demon ability. Suddenly, countless Pandora demon 

ability turned into laser beams and shot toward ye chen. 

"There are so many magic lasers. I can't dodge them!" 

Ye chen knew that he could not avoid it, so he would fight it head-on! 
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"Ancient God Body!" 

Ye chen activated his ancient God body's potential and formed the ancient Divine Shield in front of him 

to resist the demonic laser. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The demonic energy laser hit the ancient Divine Shield, and the two destroyed each other. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen roared in anger. He channeled all his spiritual energy into the ancient Divine Shield and 

withstood the attack. 

"What?" 

The great Demon Lord was shocked. His attack just now would have killed even a unity stage mighty 

figure, but ye chen, a void refinement realm cultivator, had actually withstood it. It was unbelievable. 

"You are indeed a heaven's favorite of the human race. I can't keep you alive!" 

Seeing that ye chen had blocked his killing moves so many times, the great Demon Lord knew that ye 

chen was extremely talented. He must kill him and not leave any harm behind. 

"Kill!" 

The great Demon Lord became serious. He flew out and waved his demonic claws continuously. Every 

time he waved his claws, it emitted a power that could kill a unity realm cultivator. Ye chen was in 

danger. 

"Nine Heavens Yu-treading steps!" 

With his exquisite footwork, ye chen dodged many fatal attacks. However, with such a passive stance, 

he would not be able to hold on for long. 

"Thirty-three heavens creation divine fist: Black Dragon Burning Sky palm, Dragon-capturing hand, sky-

shaking hammer!" 

Ye chen used several moves to interrupt the great Demon Lord's attack and then counterattack. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The powerful bombardment kept appearing in the Great Demon King's path of attack, causing his attack 

to instantly stagnate. 

"Detestable!" 

The great demonic Lord was furious. He wanted to use the specter to open a way out, but the specter 

was being held back by the blissful scholar. 

"Hahaha, great Demon Lord, if you want to use the demonic shadow, you'll have to go through my bliss 

book first!" 



The blissful scholar activated the book of bliss's barrier, and the pure spiritual energy within it 

continuously entangled the specter, making it unable to move. 

"You two bastards, die!" 

The great Demon Lord was thoroughly enraged. He retracted his demonic wheel and prepared to deal 

with ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye chen knew that the demonic wheel was the great Demon Lord's magical weapon and its power was 

terrifying. At this moment, he had to respond. 

"Although I've prepared to let you recuperate, it's time for you to fight." Ye chen muttered to himself. 

"Hehehe, master, there's no need to say so much. I've been waiting for this moment for a long time." 

Instantly, the light of darkness filled the world as if night had fallen. Then, dark scales appeared on ye 

Chen's body. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

With the night Demon Armor and the ancient God Body, ye Chen's body was strong and invincible. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen no longer had any scruples and pounced at the great demon master. 

"Good, you're here to die!" 

The great demonic Lord threw out the demonic wheel, and the demonic energy rose to the sky. The sun 

and moon ghostly divine light! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demonic energy from the demonic wheel continued to spread out. This was pure demonic energy 

that was thousands of times stronger than the demonic energy in this world. 

Facing the demonic energy of the demonic realm, ye chen did not Dodge but took it head on. 

"Slash!" 

With a "slash," ye chen released the light of the immortal slaying Flying Dagger and continued to slash at 

the Pandora demon ability. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The immortal Flying Dagger was extremely sharp and could cut the demonic energy before it could fully 

gather. In this way, even the demonic energy of the demonic world couldn't exert its effect. 

"This, this!" 

The great Demon Lord fell into a daze. He released the demonic wheel again and forcefully smashed it at 

ye chen. 



"Hahaha, good!" 

,m Ye chen laughed wildly and threw a punch at the demonic wheel. 

"Swish!" 

Instantly, ye Chen's fist radiance and the demonic wheel collided, emitting bursts of light and sparks. 

"Ah? The fist ray is so hard?" 

The great Demon Lord was shocked. His demonic wheel was an invincible existence, but ye chen could 

fight against it with his own physical body's fist radiance. Such a cultivation method was terrifying. 

"This child must not be left alive, or he may become a disaster for the devil World. Demon master di 

Kuang, you piece of trash, aren't you going to help?" 

"Yes, great demon master!" 

Demon master di Kuang received the order and flew out to attack ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto demon master di Kuang and he attacked in anger. 

"Absolute heaven saber technique!" 

He suddenly threw out the immortal flying knife and used his divine thoughts to trigger the light of the 

flying knife. Suddenly, the knife light was like a road to hell, and anyone who came would die without a 

burial place. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Saber Light flashed, and demon master di Kuang was hit repeatedly. 

"Ah!" 

He was in great pain and his whole body was bleeding. Before he could attack, he was already countered 

by ye Chen's Supreme saber technique and could not extend his arms. 

After being hit by several blades, demon master di Kuang could only retreat. 

"Trash!" 

The great demonic Lord rebuked angrily. He didn't expect that no one in front of him could help him. 

"Great devil will art!" 

At this time, the great demon master had no choice but to activate the great demon technique and 

summon the power of the demon world's main body to come down to help. 

This was a very dangerous summoning method. If there was a mistake, not only his current body, but his 

body in the demon world would also be damaged. 

"Boom boom boom!" 



Instantly, the wind and clouds in the world rose, and muffled Thunder rumbled. 

"Not good, ye chen. This thief is going to summon the power of the devil World to descend to the mortal 

world. If he succeeds, we'll all be in danger." The blissful scholar said. 

"How do I interrupt it?" Ye chen asked. 

"I have to break the demonic shadow and attack his body!" 

"Alright, I'll break the demonic shadow. You, prepare your killing move!" 

"En!" 

The blissful scholar nodded and flew up into the sky. He activated the highest realm of the blissful book 

and prepared to kill with a single strike. 

At the same time, ye chen relied on his extremely powerful ancient God Body and the night Demon 

Armor. His body was like Vajra, flawless, and he charged toward the specter. 

"Roar!" 

Chapter 1822 Breaking The Demon Shadow, Capturing Di Kuang! 

"Kill!" 

Ye Chen's entire body erupted with Chi. The circulation of his spirit Qi was like a tsunami, suppressing 

the specter. 

"Roar!" 

In order to stop ye chen, the specter released its demonic might at the same time. It waved its sharp 

claws and countless tentacles of demonic energy rushed toward ye chen. 

"Slash!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered with spirit light. Suddenly, the light of the immortal slaying Flying Dagger rushed 

out. Countless blade lights slashed at the tentacles and in an instant, the tentacles were all shattered. 

This infuriated the specter and made it even crazier. 

"Hahaha, let me see what you've got to be crazy in front of me!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly and pointed at the sky. Suddenly, lightning filled the clouds and spiritual energy 

shot up into the sky. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

An enormous palm stretched out from the clouds. It was the [starseizing hand]. 

"Swish!" 

The specter released its demonic claws to resist the [starseizing hand]. 

"Demons, can you handle it?" 
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Ye Chen's figure soared into the nine Heavens and stood on the star plucking hand, infusing it with spirit 

energy. 

"Suppress!" 

With a furious roar, the [star plucking hand] was like the hand of the heavens, suppressing the demonic 

shadow below. 

The specter's strong resistance made it difficult for ye chen to suppress it. 

"A mere specter dares to disobey my will?" 

Ye chen released his ancient God Power. Suddenly, the Pangu's body appeared behind ye chen. In front 

of the vast and boundless figure, the specter was like an ant. 

"Suppress!" 

Using Pangu's divine power, ye chen once again suppressed the specter. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Pangu's divine power was incomparably powerful. It resonated with ye Chen's bloodline and instantly, a 

Supreme might suppressed everything. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The specter shattered continuously. The specter, which could kill a body realm Almighty, could not fight 

against ye chen. 

"Shatter!" 

Ye Chen's consciousness merged with the Pangu's body. The massive figure threw a punch at The Fiend 

shadow. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

For a moment, the divine power was like a tidal wave, like a Vajra descending from the nine Heavens! 

The specter Kasaya was shattered! 

"Ah?" 

Sensing that the demonic shadow had shattered, the great demonic Lord was furious and shocked. 

"Ye chen, you bastard!" 

The great Demon Lord went straight for ye chen. This was exactly the result ye chen wanted. He wanted 

to give the blissful scholar time to create a killer move. 

"Hahaha, great demon master, you trash, you think you're worthy of talking to me?" 

"You, you, you! Arrogant child, I will kill you!" 



The great Demon Lord was infuriated by ye chen. He forcefully lowered the power of the demon Realm 

in an attempt to kill ye chen. 

"Before the ancient God, there is nothing!" 

Ye chen was high and mighty, like a judge of the heavens, his might unparalleled. 

"Go!" 

He waved his arm, and suddenly, the figure of Pangu also waved its arm, suppressing the great demonic 

Lord below. 

"Ah ..." 

The first Demon King sensed this pure and powerful divine power and was immediately shocked. 

"Boy, you can actually use Shen power. Who are you?" 

"You'd better ask this question in hell!" 

Ye chen directed his divine power and pressed down on him. The great demon master did not dare to be 

distracted and used his demonic energy to counter ye chen. 

"The demonic will is infinite!" 

The great Demon Lord poured all his might into releasing the demonic will Great Wheel, wanting to take 

ye chen down in one fell swoop. 

"Now!" 

Ye chen reminded blissful scholar. 

"Alright!" 

The blissful scholar arrived as he was called. The bliss book opened up in the sky, and suddenly, a 

boundless paradise descended. The blissful scholar stood on the bliss book like the Lord of the Paradise, 

attracting countless phantoms and fairies to descend from the sky. 

"Hehehe ..." 

The great demon master was annoyed by the endless charming voice. 

At the same time, ye chen used the Supreme ancient God's power to suppress the great demon master, 

preventing him from communicating with the demon Realm's main body. 

"You, you guys!" 

The great demonic Lord was furious. He forcibly burst out his demonic energy, wanting to die together. 

"Not good, he wants to die together!" Ye chen called out. 

"He doesn't have the chance!" 

The blissful scholar activated the ultimate power of the book of bliss, and countless phantoms and 

women descended from the sky and rushed toward the great demon master. 



Boom, boom, boom! 

These women all hugged the Great Demon King and then forcefully fused with him. Then, energy burst 

out, and the great Demon King's flesh and blood flew everywhere. 

"Ah!" 

The great demonic Lord's body could not support such an explosive charge and shattered on the spot, 

turning into fine powder. 

"Ah ..." 

This shocking scene terrified demon master di Kuang. He had gone to great lengths to summon the great 

demon master Gui Molo's clone, but it had been completely destroyed by ye chen and the blissful 

scholar. He had no more trump cards and was now a lamb at the mercy of others. He flew back. 

"Hold on, hold on!" 

He commanded a large number of mo soldiers to charge and kill while he ran. 

"Hold on? Do they have the ability to do so?" 

Ye chen waved the ancient God's hand and descended on the army of one hundred thousand below. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The powerful ancient God Power struck the demonic Army. 

"Ah, ah, ah!" 

The screams continued as they were all killed by the ancient God. 

The blood of the demons flowed like a river, and the dark blood dyed the earth like a Black Sea. 

"Ninth-grade devouring pattern!" 

Seeing so much pure demon blood, ye chen released the ninth-grade devouring demon pattern. 

Instantly, endless demon blood essence was devoured by ye chen. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Dark lightning flickered. The ancient God's shadow behind ye chen also turned dark, as if it had become 

the ancient God's demonic shadow. 

As the demon blood's energy continued to enter his body, ye Chen's demon cultivation base soared. His 

Foundation was several times stronger than before. 

"Demon master di Kuang, where are you going?" 

Ye chen extended his infinitely extending ancient God's hand and grabbed demon master di Kuang. 

"No, no, no!" 

Demon master di Kuang continued to struggle, but in the hands of the ancient God, he was just an ant. 



"Great, that's great! Senior ye chen is mighty!" 

"Mighty master, bliss is saved." 

"Rise of the human race! Rise of the human race!" 

Countless blissful Summit disciples cheered. Ye chen and the blissful scholar were too powerful. They 

had killed a great demon master and captured demon master di Kuang alive. Such a feat was 

unprecedented in the history of the spirit realm human race. 

"Brother ye, please!" 

Blissful scholar came over and made an inviting gesture. 

"Mad Lord, please!" 

The two of them returned to the blissful Summit gate. 

Ye chen activated his ancient God Power and swept away the surrounding rocks. The mountain Gate 

returned to its calm state. 

Everyone entered the blissful summit together. 

"Forefather, how's your body?" 

"I, I can still hold on!" 

Blood flowed out of the old ancestor's mouth. He was clearly severely injured. 

Ye chen took out a blue jade bottle. Suddenly, a rich stream of spiritual energy poured out. 

He extended his hand and pointed at the spiritual energy. Instantly, the spiritual energy turned into a 

pill. 

"Ancestor, quickly take it!" 

"Alright!" 

The great ancestor naturally had absolute trust in ye chen and immediately consumed the pill. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Instantly, he felt that his eight extraordinary meridians were unimpeded, and the spiritual energy rushed 

to the top of his head. 

"Gather your Qi and focus your mind. Guide the spiritual power to protect your body!" 

Under ye Chen's guidance, the great ancestor did as he was told. Soon, his injuries were seventy percent 

healed! 

Chapter 1823 The Human Race's Almighty Comes To Congratulate! 

Huang Liang was dead, the demonic tripod was broken, di Kuang was captured, and the 100000-strong 

demonic Army was annihilated. 
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This time, the attack on the blissful Summit had caused the main force of the demon-stricken area to be 

completely wiped out. This was the way to go against ye chen. 

Very quickly, this news spread to every corner of the spirit realm and the demon disaster area. 

The demons were shocked and lost their will to fight. They had lost their last demon master. It was 

impossible to achieve anything by relying on those demon emperors and demon lords. 

On the other hand, the human race was celebrating madly. All the big sects sent out congratulatory 

cards, wanting to make friends with the blissful Summit. 

The Nirvana sect had produced a dujie-stage Almighty, the Nirvana scholar. At the same time, there was 

also a human Almighty, ye chen, overseeing the sect. Such a powerful force could even kill the great 

demon master's clone that had descended from the demon Realm. It was too exaggerated. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, muffled Thunder rumbled in the sky. Everyone looked up and saw countless human 

powerhouses descending to the blissful Summit. 

There were many of them, and all of them were powerful beings of the human race. This attracted the 

attention of the blissful scholar. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, why do you think so many human powerhouses are here?" Blissful scholar asked. 

Ye chen smiled and said,"they're definitely here to congratulate us on capturing di Kuang and 

annihilating the demon race." Of course, I'm also here to befriend the Mad Lord. " 

"Ha! I think you're here to make friends with fellow Daoist ye. You're the one who captured di Kuang 

and killed the demonic tripod." 

"You're too polite, mad Lord. " 

As the two of them conversed, one of them walked into the square. 

Everyone looked over and saw that it was perfected xingdao of the heaven trampling sect. 

"Ye-qianbei, ye-qianbei!" Venerable xingdao entered the main hall and called out to ye chen. 

"Daoist xingdao, why have you come?" 

"Not just me. Even patriarch Tatian is here." 

As he said that, he pointed to the back. 

Ye chen looked over and saw an old man walking over with steady steps. 

"Hahaha, fellow Daoist ye!" 

"Senior!" 

Ye chen walked forward to meet the human Almighty. 



"What senior? I've heard that you've killed the clone of a powerful being from the devil World. Your 

Foundation has already surpassed ours. You're our senior!" 

"Ha, if that's the case, then what's the purpose of your visit, patriarch Tatian?" 

"Of course I'm here to congratulate fellow Daoist ye and fellow Daoist bliss on killing the demon. It's 

really unbelievable. With the power of ecstasy, he was actually able to resist the demon race and even 

annihilate their entire Army. This kind of achievement is unprecedented and unprecedented. " 

Ancestral patriarch heavenward was very excited. After all, he had not achieved any good results when 

he entered the demon disaster area. Now that he saw ye chen and the others exterminating the demon 

race, he was in a very good mood. His wife had died at the hands of the demon race. 

"I'm already very grateful to you for bringing back the jade pendant after my wife's death, fellow Daoist 

ye. I'm even more grateful to you for avenging me this time." 

As he spoke, tears flowed down his face. 

"Ancestral patriarch Tatian, we're all humans. It's only natural that we'd do such things. There's no need 

to be so polite." 

"Yes, yes!" 

Now, heavenly trampling old ancestor regarded ye chen as a senior. Moreover, he could feel a super-

strong physical power from ye chen. This was not an aura that could be displayed by an ordinary 

cultivation body. Ye Chen's Foundation was already extremely strong. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, a loud laughter came from the sky. Everyone looked over and saw a Daoist descending 

from the sky. He had white hair and a ruddy face. His entire body was full of spiritual energy, and he was 

worthy of respect. 

"Who is this person?" Ye chen asked. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, this is old Daoist Hunyuan, the sect leader of a Great Spirit realm sect, the Hunyuan 

sect." Said patriarch heaven trampling. 

"En!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and walked out to welcome them. 

"Greetings, primordial chaos Daoist!" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, no need for such formalities. We were all shocked when we heard that you killed the 

avatar of the Almighty GUI Moluo from the devil realm!" 

Daoist Hunyuan stepped forward and bowed to ye chen. 

"Hunyuan Daoist, I didn't expect you to be here." 

"Hmph, you think you're the only one who can come, patriarch Tatian?" 



"I didn't say that!" 

"That's good. I'm here to congratulate fellow Daoist bliss on his success in his tribulation. Fellow Daoist 

ye, you've killed GUI Moluo's clone. Such a great contribution is a blessing for the human race." 

"Well said, well said!" 

Ancestral patriarch heaven trampling chimed in with a smile. 

Everyone entered the blissful Summit, and the blissful scholar held a feast for three days to entertain 

the experts. 

At the banquet, everyone presented their gifts. 

"Dao friend bliss, congratulations on your tribulation. This is a congratulatory gift from the mixed-

essence sect!" 

As he said that, he took out a small box that released a golden light before it was opened. 

"Waa!" 

Everyone was surprised and asked what it was. 

"Haha, this is the primordial chaos golden pill. It can stabilize a cultivator's Foundation. Now that Daoist 

blissful has just passed his tribulation, what he needs the most is a stable Foundation. This golden pill is 

the most suitable." 

The primordial chaos Daoist explained. 

"This golden core is indeed exquisite. It contains the spiritual Qi of heaven and earth, the essence of the 

sun and the moon. It must have taken a lot of time to cultivate it." Ye chen said. 

"Oh? Fellow Daoist ye chen also knows alchemy?" 

Daoist Hunyuan asked in shock. 

"I know a little!" Ye chen replied. 

"He's truly a genius, a genius. My golden core's refinement method is extremely secretive, but fellow 

Daoist ye was able to see the wonders of the Golden core through the box. Truly amazing!" 

"Primordial chaos Daoist, you're overpraising me." 

"I'm definitely not overpraising you. Only fellow alchemists can see that fellow Daoist ye is a genius!" 

The Taoist Hunyuan respected ye chen even more. 

Sky-treading patriarch was not convinced when he saw the Taoist of origin in the limelight. 

He took out his congratulatory gift, which was a piece of Jade. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The green light on the Jade archive was piercingly cold, and it exuded a powerful might. 

"Patriarch Tatian, What is this?" Blissful scholar asked. 



"Ha, this treasure is the soul jade pendant produced in the heaven trampling sect's mine. It can contain 

a primordial spirit!" 

"What? it has such a magical effect?" 

Everyone was shocked. The primordial spirit was the foundation of a person's spirit. Unless it was a 

human body, it would not be able to bear it. However, this Jade archive could bear the primordial spirit. 

This was too strange. 

Ye chen looked at the Jade archive and felt the powerful spiritual space power within it. He was 

overjoyed. Such a divine item was priceless. 

"Patriarch Tatian, do you have more of these Jade archives?" Ye chen asked. 

"Hahaha, if fellow Daoist ye says so, I'll give you as much as you want." 

"Yes!" Ancestral patriarch of the heaven trampling sect replied happily. Of course, he was just 

exaggerating. There were only three pieces of jade of this quality in the heaven trampling sect. Now that 

he had given one to the blissful scholar, there were only two left. 

"Don't joke around, patriarch sky trampling. Such treasures are rare. Do you really have more?" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, come with me to the heaven trampling sect. I'll definitely find one for you!" 

"Hmm ... Alright. I'll follow you to the heaven trampling sect after the banquet!" 

"Hahaha, this is great! I'm going to drink!" 

Great ancestor Tatian was overjoyed. Ye chen was now a mighty figure of the human race and the 

symbol of the human race. Wherever he was, he would be the center of the human race. This was what 

great ancestor Tatian valued the most. 

Chapter 1824 The Path To The Spirit Realm! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a loud bang, GUI Moluo, who was far away in the deep abyss, woke up on the spot. 

"Pfft!" 

Then, he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

"Hateful humans, hateful ye chen!" 

GUI Moluo was furious. The entire abyss was shaken. As one of the ten great protectors of the devil 

realm, his power was extremely strong. However, when his primordial spirit descended to the lower 

realm this time, he had actually fallen at ye Chen's hands. 

This was a puny human race void refinement realm cultivator, yet he was actually able to cause his clone 

to stumble. Such a humiliation was extremely great for GUI Moluo, and he could not help but be furious. 

At the same time, he could not accept the fact that he was injured because of ye chen. 
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"Hmm ... It seems that the situation in the demon-stricken area is not optimistic. I need to find a new 

way to descend to the mortal world." 

After saying that, he stood up and walked out of the abyss, heading toward the devil God Palace. 

…… 

Spirit realm, inside the blissful place. 

"The devil disaster area has consumed a lot of energy in this war, and it can be said that its vitality has 

been greatly damaged. I don't think anyone can defend the path to the spiritual realm. Fellow Daoist 

bliss, why don't you tell me the way to the spiritual realm?" 

Ye chen said. 

"Ha, fellow Daoist ye wants to go to the spirit realm so much. It can be seen that your heart for 

cultivation is very firm." 

The blissful scholar had originally wanted ye chen to stay at the blissful Summit. This way, the human 

race would have a solid guarantee. However, seeing that ye Chen's will to continue cultivating was too 

firm, he did not want to stop him. 

"I have to go to the spiritual realm and find new power. I still have many important things to do." 

"Good, I can't believe you're so determined. This is the route to the spirit realm!“ 

With a wave of his hand, a diagram appeared in ye Chen's hand. 

Ye chen opened it and in an instant, a bright light shone as all sorts of information entered his mind. 

As the light dimmed, ye chen had a telepathic connection to the path to the spirit realm. 

Fellow Daoist ye, before you leave, you must go to the heaven trampling sect once. I still have to give 

you the primordial soul jade pendant." 

"Don't worry. I'll be there, ancestral patriarch Tatian." 

After that, ye chen handed over the task of finding ye Wushuang to everyone. Everyone was very 

cooperative and willing to help. 

"Alright, I had a good time with fellow Daoist ye today. We won't disturb you any longer. Farewell!" 

"We will also take our leave!" 

After the banquet, all the experts left Bliss Club. 

Ye chen, the great ancestor, and the blissful scholar arrived at the top of a mountain peak. The three of 

them looked into the distance. 

"Senior brother, fellow Daoist ye, it's really my great fortune to know you. Although we haven't known 

each other for a long time, I can see the Brotherhood between you and the righteousness of the human 

race. All these have deeply touched me." 

The blissful scholar said. 



"Hahaha, Junior Brother, you're really a sentimental person. However, don't be too sentimental. We're 

going to the spiritual realm to find new power. When Junior brother's cultivation is complete, you can 

also come with us. The old ancestor said. 

"It's just that I'm the one who created this blissful Summit, and I can't bear to leave. I don't have your 

courage. " 

"Don't be sad, Daoist bliss. We're only going to the spiritual realm to find power. We'll come back. " Ye 

chen said. 

"Alright, the door of my paradise will always be open to you!" 

"Many thanks!" 

Ye chen and the great ancestor spoke to blissful scholar. After that, they went on their way to find ye 

Wushuang. 

At this moment, in a remote mountain forest in the spirit realm, a white-robed youth was sitting alone. 

The sword Qi around his body circulated and merged with the surrounding spiritual Qi. Heaven and 

earth combined! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

As the sword Qi advanced, a powerful force exploded, causing the surrounding space to shake rapidly. 

Wherever the sword Qi passed, the ancient trees were instantly cut into two. Even the mountain peak 

was not spared. Only the spine was broken! 

Finally, he opened his eyes, looking like a star. 

"Master, forefather, where are you?" He looked at the sky and asked. 

All this time, he had been cultivating here, improving himself, and then releasing sword Chi to find ye 

chen and the others. However, he still failed in the end. 

Today, he was going to leave this place and find ye chen, the great ancestor. 

At this moment, ye chen and the great ancestor were heading toward the path to the spirit realm 

according to the map given by the bliss scholar. 

Sure enough, just as the blissful scholar had said, this place was under the protection of the demon Lord. 

Moreover, the devilish Qi here was much denser than in other places. It was simply a land of true Devils. 

Ye chen also cultivated the demon clan's mental cultivation method. Here, he could feel the surging 

power. Moreover, this power seemed difficult for ordinary demons to absorb and utilize. Only the most 

talented demon powerhouses could do it. 

After spending so much time in the demon race, ye Chen's talent was naturally extraordinary. 

"Ah!" 



He shouted coldly and released the ninth-grade demon pattern. Instantly, endless demon Qi surged 

toward ye Chen's body. 

Watching ye chen absorb the demonic energy, the great ancestor was shocked. He did not expect ye 

Chen's Demonic Cultivation to have reached such a level. It was terrifying! 

By absorbing the mana in the surrounding space, ye chen could sense more things. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, have you found the way?" The old ancestor asked. 

"Yes. The mana here is chaotic and the situation is complicated. The demons must have done this on 

purpose so that those who enter can't find the real way out." 

Ye chen channeled his Pandora demon ability and activated his fiery golden eyes. 

At this moment, ye Chen's fiery golden eyes burst out with a dark light. It was caused by the powerful 

Pandora demon ability. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

His fiery golden eyes saw through the darkness and instantly locked onto the right path. 

"It's right in front of us. Let's go!" 

"Alright!" 

The two of them moved forward together. The great ancestor followed ye Chen's footsteps and entered 

a new boundary. 

In this area, the demon energy was even more violent, and there were demon formations everywhere. 

"Old ancestor, you must follow me. The formation here is extremely well-hidden, and once you touch it, 

it might cause a chain reaction. The situation will be unimaginable." 

"Don't worry, I'll follow you closely. " 

"En!" 

Ye chen nodded. Through the fiery golden eyes enhanced by Pandora demon ability, he could see more 

formations. The environment here was indeed complex and ever-changing. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, the earth trembled and the mountains shook. Ye chen and the great ancestor were shocked. 

"What's going on?" The old ancestor asked. 

"I can feel a powerful force circulating. Could it be that there are still experts from the devil race who 

have yet to appear?" Ye chen asked, puzzled. 

"It can't be!" 

The old ancestor was puzzled. The devil experts were all in the devil disaster area, so how could there be 

such a powerful force here? 



"Be careful!" 

Ye chen reminded and walked ahead. 

The two of them walked together for about the time it took for an incense stick to burn before they saw 

a narrow passage in front of them. 

"I'm afraid there's a trap up ahead!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold as he looked ahead. He found that a powerful Pandora demon ability was 

constantly circulating, and the way it was flowing was formed by the formation. 

"Hahaha, it's fine. Let the old ancestor break the formation!" 

"Forefather, be careful!" 

The great Grandmaster laughed and walked forward. He had been itching to fight after watching ye 

chen kill so many people. 

As soon as he entered the passage, he sensed a surge of mana that turned into a venomous Python and 

charged at him. 

"Roar!" 

The venomous Python's roar shook the sky as it attacked the old ancestor. 

"You little bastard, you dare to be disrespectful to me?" 

The old ancestor was furious. He waved the underworld sword and slashed! 

Chapter 1825 The Holy Land! 

The power of the netherworld filled the surroundings. The powerful sword Qi cut through the demonic 

energy. The patriarch released his power and broke through the barrier. 

"Not bad, ancestor!" 

Ye chen praised. 

"Hahaha, it's all because of you. I'm also very hungry. Now, let me kill these Devils!" 

The patriarch's interest was piqued. The three-foot-long sword in his hand instantly cut through the 

demonic energy, but at the same time, it also triggered the formation to counter. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The spell formation was activated, and mana surged into the sky. 

"Not good!" 

Ye chen flew out and stood with the great ancestor. He sensed that the power was no less than the 

demon master 's. 

"Forefather, did you sense it?" 
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"That's right. This formation can actually produce power no less than that of a demon master. It looks 

like the demon energy reserves in this earth vein are simply terrifying." 

"However, this is also what makes me happy!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. The ancient God Body could not be differentiated between celestial and demon. 

Any energy that entered it could be transformed into his own power to use. If there was such a powerful 

demonic energy vein here, his Demonic Cultivation would soar. 

"Forefather, break this formation. I want to enter the Earth vein to absorb the demonic energy!" 

"No problem!" 

The patriarch flew up with the underworld sword in his hand, and his power doubled. 

"Ah!" 

He let out a long roar and slashed down at the formation below like the moon in the nine Heavens. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The radiance turned into a Grand sword shape and descended like a mountain falling from the nine 

Heavens. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The sword Qi came crashing down. Ye chen seized the opportunity and saw the flaw in the formation at 

a glance. 

"Roar!" 

The formation let out a demonic roar, wanting to counterattack the patriarch. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold as he threw the immortal Flying Dagger. In an instant, the blade glowed and 

the sun and moon dimmed! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless amounts of demon energy were suppressed by the immortal Flying Dagger. Then, ye chen 

condensed Qi with his sword finger and pointed at the core of the array. 

Whoosh! 

A beam of sword Qi shot out, aiming for a vital point. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The core of the formation was broken, and the entire formation quickly disintegrated. 

"Hahaha, fellow Daoist ye chen, our cooperation is amazing." The old ancestor rejoiced in his heart. 

"Naturally!" 



Ye chen replied and walked into the formation. He saw through a thousand layers of the ground with a 

glance and saw the energy flow in the earth vein. 

There must be an extremely powerful spirit vein hidden here, which had been transformed into a 

demonic energy spirit vein by the invasion of demonic energy. 

"Forefather, you stay here and investigate. I'll go down and take a look!" 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen turned around and punched the ground. With a tremendous force, an opening was created on 

the spot. 

"Whoosh!" 

He turned into a stream of light and entered the bottom layer. 

In the ground, spiritual light bloomed and spiritual Qi filled the air. 

He saw countless mineral veins in the purest form. It was clear that this place was very strange. 

"That's great!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. He walked to the mine and released his power. 

"Devouring demonic pattern Suan ni!" 

After releasing the powerful devouring mageweath, ye Chen's rate of absorption of psionic power 

increased. 

Whether it was Pandora demon ability or psionic ability, ye chen did not reject them and accepted them 

all. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

With the infusion of energy, the power in ye Chen's meridians surged and filled his bones. 

Waves of psionic energy washed over ye Chen's heart and meridians, further improving his physical 

fitness. 

"Ancient God Body!" 

He sat cross-legged on the ground and circulated his ancient God Body origin technique. The power of 

the demonic pattern increased once again and devoured the spirit Meridian like a whale. 

In less than a moment, ye chen had absorbed three spirit veins in a row. If this were to be seen by 

outsiders, they might be shocked. Even if a demon master came, he could only absorb one Spirit vein in 

two hours at most. 

This was because the spiritual veins here were too pure, and the energy density was beyond 

imagination. 

"Ah!" 



With a furious roar, ye Chen's body emitted a Supreme light that filled the nine Heavens and nine Lands. 

Even the old ancestor could feel the immense power contained within the light and couldn't help but 

exclaim. 

"Fellow Daoist ye Chen's talent is truly one in a million years. This time, your cultivation base will 

definitely increase greatly." With that, the old ancestor moved forward to find a new way out. 

Under the ground, ye chen absorbed the power of the Spirit vein like crazy and his Foundation improved 

rapidly. 

This continued for a day and a night. Ye Chen's cultivation base had even reached the limit of a 

breakthrough. 

"Since this is the will of the heavens, I shall break through to the mid void refinement realm!" 

Ye chen devoted himself to his cultivation. In order to further increase his speed, he threw out the 

precious flowing celestial bottle. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The liuxian bottle glowed with celestial light, absorbing the power of the spiritual vein. Then, it triggered 

the light of the full moon, instantly releasing the pure spiritual liquid. 

When the spirit fluid bathed ye Chen's body, the energy density was more than ten times higher than 

before. 

"Hahaha, well done, flowing celestial bottle!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. All the meridians in his body were unimpeded, like a true dragon roaring. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the vast energy in his meridians continued to collide, ye chen suddenly broke through. 

Ye chen flew up. He was already a mid void refinement realm cultivator. 

However, this mid void refinement realm cultivator was not the same. Ye Chen's mid void refinement 

realm Foundation was more than a thousand times stronger than an ordinary cultivator 's. Even a genius 

cultivator's Foundation was not even one-tenth of his. This was the power of the ancient God Body. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

As ye chen had absorbed all the spirit energy, the earth vein was greatly depleted. The bottom layer 

exploded and ye chen flew out. 

After leaving the ground, ye Chen's entire body bloomed with light as if he had been reborn. 

"Congratulations on breaking through, fellow Daoist ye!" The old ancestor came to congratulate. 



"Thank you, old ancestor. There is indeed powerful spiritual energy in the earth vein here, but it has 

been eroded by demonic energy. If we can find pure spiritual energy, old ancestor can absorb it and 

refine it to improve your cultivation." 

"Sure!" The old ancestor nodded. 

"I've found a new way out, it's right ahead!"The patriarch said. 

"Then let's not delay any further, let's go!" 

The two of them moved like the wind, their speed extremely fast. 

When he arrived at the main hall, he saw a huge Vajra door. 

There were all kinds of demon totems painted on the door. It could be seen that this was a solemn 

place. 

"Ah!" 

The patriarch drew his sword in anger, and the sword Qi swept across the Vajra gate. 

However, the giant gate did not move at all, and the sword Qi instantly disappeared. 

"This!" The old ancestor was shocked. Such a phenomenon was rare. 

"Such a huge gate, there must be something mysterious about it!" 

Ye chen opened his fiery golden eyes and saw through the structure. He found that the demon totem on 

the giant door was of great use. It was an array that absorbed spiritual energy. If ordinary people did not 

know about it, it would only be a waste of effort. 

"Whoosh!" 

A ray of sword light flew past and ye chen pointed at a totem on the giant door. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Vajra door made a loud noise and opened. 

"Ah? This!" 

The great Grandmaster was embarrassed. He had been fiddling with it for half a day and had not done 

anything yet ye chen had opened the door with just a little bit. The difference was a little too big. 

Ye chen smiled and walked through the door. The great ancestor followed. 

Behind the door was a huge Hall. 

In the hall, there were all kinds of Devil God statues, which were extremely magnificent and tall. 

p "The demon race really poured a lot of blood into building such a magnificent place." The old ancestor 

exclaimed. 

"This must be the Holy Land. The spiritual realm gate they're guarding should be right ahead." Ye chen 

said. 



The two of them walked forward together. Within the main hall, a dense cold air assaulted their bodies, 

causing the two of them to feel an abnormality! 

Chapter 1826 Legend Of The Secret Realm! 

As they went deeper into the giant door, the strange feeling became more intense. This made ye chen 

and the great ancestor more cautious. 

The two of them walked forward carefully. Ye chen released his perception. As long as there was the 

slightest movement, he would immediately respond. 

"Hiss hiss hiss" 

Suddenly, a hissing sound came from the darkness. This sound was extremely strange, directly reaching 

people's hearts, making them feel uneasy. 

"Forefather, guard the passage here. I'll go ahead and explore!" Ye chen said. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, let's go together. This place isn't safe." The old ancestor said. 

Ye chen shook his head slightly. It was better to let the great ancestor stay behind and move on by 

himself. 

Walking in the dark passage, ye chen was on full alert. 

"Hiss hiss hiss!" 

The strange sound continued. Ye chen could even feel something beside him, but he had not noticed it. 

The immortal Flying Daggers appeared in his hands. He had already realized that danger was lurking 

around him and had even locked onto his position. 

"Roar!" 

Suddenly, the earth trembled, and the angry roars alarmed the two. 

"Ye chen, ye chen!" The old ancestor shouted, but there was no response. After that, the heaven and 

earth trembled, and the entire space was shaken as if it was shaken by something extremely huge. 

The old ancestor was shocked and wanted to go over to help, but he soon saw the figure in the darkness 

gradually appear. 

It was actually a giant python as tall as a mountain. This giant python was extremely powerful. With a 

shake of its position, it instantly stirred up the wind and clouds, preventing the old ancestor from 

approaching. 

"This ... Ye chen!" 

The great ancestor called out ye Chen's name. He was extremely nervous. The giant python before him 

was not only huge in size, but it also contained powerful Pandora demon ability. It could be seen that 

this giant python had been absorbing Pandora demon ability for a long time. Its cultivation base must be 

very high. 
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"Old ancestor, move!" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's voice rang out. The great ancestor looked forward in shock and found that he was 

surrounded by the giant Python's body. He was about to be entangled by the giant python. 

Once the giant python entangled with him, it would be a matter of life and death. 

The great ancestor was in danger. Ye chen flew out and the immortal slaying Flying Dagger kept cutting 

at the giant Python's body. However, the giant Python's scales were so hard that even the immortal 

slaying Flying Dagger found it difficult to penetrate them. 

"Underworld sword!" 

The elder ancestor quickly took out the underworld sword. The sword Qi of the underworld rushed to 

the ninth heaven and then covered the ground. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen attacked at the same time. The immortal Flying Dagger turned into a stream of light and 

attacked the giant python. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Sword Qi filled the air, and the Python's body trembled continuously. Then, its tail left the ancestor's 

side. 

The patriarch had temporarily saved them, but the giant python wouldn't let it go. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Suddenly, lightning flashed in the darkness. Ye chen saw that the lightning was coming from the 

Python's eyes. He sensed that the power was no less than the demon master 's. 

"Dodge!" 

Ye Chen's figure rapidly moved. He grabbed the great ancestor's shoulder and flew away. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Wherever the lightning passed, not even a blade of grass grew. It was extremely terrifying! 

"This!" 

"What?" the old ancestor was shocked. Even ordinary demon masters couldn't do such a thing. 

"Let's go!" 

Ye chen reacted decisively and left with the great ancestor. 

The two of them walked out of the demonic land and finally breathed in fresh air. 

"Holy sh * t! Fellow Daoist ye chen, what's this thing? it's so powerful!" The old ancestor asked while 

panting. 



Ye chen shook his head slightly. He did not have any detailed information about this giant python but 

from the situation of their battle, this giant python had lived in this earth vein for many years. It must 

have absorbed a lot of pure Pandora's ability and its cultivation base was now close to the Tribulation 

passing stage. 

This kind of demon was not easy to deal with. Otherwise, the demon race would not have let it guard 

the path to the spiritual realm. 

"Forefather, how are you?" Ye chen asked. 

The old ancestor kept the underworld sword, looked at his body, and said with a smile,""Of course I'm 

fine. I'm old ancestor yellow spring. How can I be hurt by a beast?" 

"Ha, that's good." Seeing that the great ancestor was fine, ye chen was slightly relieved. 

At the same time, he had already begun to think of a way to deal with it. Although this place was 

guarded by such a ferocious beast, ye chen was extremely determined to enter the heart of the spirit 

realm. Therefore, no matter what difficulties he encountered, he would continue to move forward. 

"Let's leave first and come back after resting!" Ye chen said. 

"Alright!" 

The two of them left the mountain peak together. 

They entered a small town in Yuzhou to rest. 

There were many adventurers in the pub. They were all cultivators with high cultivation. 

"Have you heard? there's a secret cave in the mountains of Yuzhou. A thousand-year-old Python lives in 

it. I heard that if you can get the Python's gallbladder, you can directly ascend to the immortal world!" 

"Really? it can't be a rumor, right?" 

"It's not a rumor. There's real evidence." 

Ye chen and the great ancestor were sitting at the side. When they heard this, they understood that 

these people were talking about the place they had gone to check out today. 

Through their conversation, ye chen learned that these people wanted to find out what was going on. 

"Ascend to the immortal world?" 

Ye chen shook his head inwardly. He felt that these words were too absurd. 

He took a look at the other party's cultivation base. The strongest among them was only at the early 

void refinement realm. Although this was considered an extremely high cultivation base among 

explorers, it was still insufficient to fight against the giant python. 

Da, da, da!" 

He walked over and smiled at the crowd. 

"What?" 



Everyone looked at ye chen in confusion. 

"Kid, what do you want to do?" Those people asked. 

"I just want to save your lives." Ye chen said. 

"Save our lives? what do you mean? are we in any danger?" Everyone was puzzled. 

"You're going to the secret cave to catch the snake?"ye chen smiled. 

Upon hearing this, everyone's heart trembled. It seemed that this kid had heard the previous discussion. 

However, they didn't panic. After all, in this line of work, what hadn't they encountered? 

"Brat, this has nothing to do with you. It's better if you don't meddle in other people's business," One of 

them said. 

"I think you'll just die in vain if you go!" 

"What did you just say?" 

Everyone glared at ye chen. They were all experts who had lived in this forest for many years. They had 

relied on all kinds of goods and natural treasures in the forest to survive. Now, someone said that they 

had sent themselves to death in vain. This was an insult to their professional ability and a provocation at 

the same time. 

"Hehe, that's all I have to say. You guys decide for yourselves!" 

"Hmph, get lost now, or I'll kill you!" 

Ye chen left with a smile when he saw that everyone was a useless slave. 

When he returned to his seat, the patriarch was already drinking. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, why are you doing this?" The old ancestor asked. 

"Ha, these trash, they want to explore the snake's lair. I'm just giving them a kind reminder, but I don't 

think they'll listen." 

"Good plan, let these bastards go and find out what's going on, and we'll just sit back and reap the 

benefits!" 

Ye chen and the great ancestor smiled and winked at each other. They had already understood. 

…… 

Chapter 1827 Wushuang's News! 

Ye chen and the great ancestor had stayed in the tavern for many days, waiting for these people to 

make a move. 

These people were not as reckless as he had imagined. They seemed to be preparing something that 

was specially used to deal with snakes. 

One day, ye chen cultivated on the roof of the tavern, absorbing the essence of the sun and the moon. 
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Suddenly, a bird's cry was heard. Ye chen looked up and saw a Spirit Bird chirping. 

"It's the messenger bird of the heaven trampling sect!" 

Ye chen extended his arm and the messenger bird landed on the back of his hand. 

Following that, the messenger bird's entire body glowed, and a line of words appeared. 

"We've found a young man in white. He's very similar to the person senior ye chen asked us to find. He 

called himself ye Wushuang!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed when he saw the news. 

"Hahaha! The heaven trampling sect didn't let me down!" 

Ye chen laughed maniacally as he descended from the roof. He went straight to the great ancestor and 

told him the news. 

"I didn't expect the heaven trampling sect to be so powerful. They found Wushuang in just a few days. 

Congratulations!" 

The great ancestor was also happy. Ever since they entered the spirit realm, they had lost contact with 

each other. Then, the great ancestor found ye chen and now ye Wushuang had appeared. It was finally 

complete. 

"In that case, are we going to the heaven trampling sect?" 

"How about this? old ancestor, you go to the heaven trampling sect and bring some people here. I'll 

keep an eye on these people." 

"Alright, be careful!" 

With that, the old ancestor stepped on the clouds and left. 

Ye chen returned to the roof and sat cross-legged to regulate his breathing. 

After advancing to the mid-stage of the refined void martial stage, ye Chen's ability to sense spiritual 

energy had improved by another level. He could now capture the spiritual energy in any environment 

and use it for himself. 

Therefore, all he had to do was sit cross-legged and regulate his breathing. That was cultivation. 

Moreover, the ancient God Body was the source of the world's creation. It had a strong sense of spiritual 

energy. Now that ye Chen's cultivation level had increased, it was like adding wings to a Tiger. 

Da, da, da!" 

As the night fell, suddenly, there was the sound of footsteps. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's expression changed slightly. He looked down and saw a group of people walking out of the 

tavern and toward the back of the mountain. 



Although the environment was dark, ye Chen's eyes were like torches. He could tell at a glance that 

these people were the ones who had spoken to him last time. Although they were in disguise, they 

could not hide from ye chen. 

"You're taking action so soon. Let's see what tricks you can play!" 

Ye chen followed them from behind, maintaining a sufficient distance to prevent being discovered. 

These people followed their previous plan and marched for a few hours through the night before 

arriving outside the secret cave. 

Ye chen looked over. This secret cave was the one he had explored before. It seemed that these 

people's target was the giant python in the secret cave. 

"You really don't know your own place, just you guys!" 

He laughed coldly in his heart. These people added together weren't even enough to fill the gaps 

between the giant Python's teeth, yet they still dared to go and catch the snake. 

Those people had been busy outside the secret cave for a long time. Each of them was wearing thick 

armor that looked very sturdy. However, in ye Chen's eyes, they were just decorations because they 

were useless against the giant python. 

"This time, we must catch that beast and get the snake gall!" 

"That's right. As long as we get the snake galls, we'll be rich. We'll each get a little and we'll be able to 

ascend to the next realm!" 

"That's great! My cultivation is stuck at a bottleneck. I must get the snake gallbladder and break through 

to the void training stage!" 

The few of them were discussing. Then, they equipped themselves and walked into the secret cave. 

Ye chen followed behind him, not making a sound. 

He didn't have much confidence in these people, but it was good to let them be the vanguard and 

quickly investigate the mystery of this secret cave. 

Those people seemed to be professional. They were well equipped with all kinds of equipment and 

weapons. 

Not long after entering the secret cave, those people opened their torches and threw a lot of spherical 

objects forward. After throwing them, those spherical objects constantly emitted smoke-like gas. 

Ye chen did not know what it was, but since they had brought it and even threw it on the ground, the 

sense was directed at the giant python. 

"Alright, let's go!" 

Those people continued to move forward, and ye chen followed. 

Ye chen grew cautious as he approached the place where he had encountered the giant python. 



He put on the night Demon Armor, and the immortal flying knife appeared in his hand, ready to attack at 

any time. 

What ye chen wanted was to find out the location of the spirit realm gate. The Python's so-called 

gallbladder was not that tempting to him. 

There were a total of ten people, each with their own abilities. This time, they had gathered together for 

this big show. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Suddenly, the environment was filled with shadows. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was stunned. This shadow had never appeared before. This shadow must not be the giant 

python but something else. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

More and more shadows appeared and began to gather around those people. Ye chen was speechless 

that those people had not noticed them. 

"We can't let them be destroyed so quickly!" 

Ye chen threw a palm toward the sky and lit up the light. 

"W-what's that?" 

Very quickly, under the illumination of the light, those people discovered the shadow. 

The shadow was like an ape, jumping and flashing at an extremely fast speed. 

"Be careful, be careful!" 

Those people were all panicking. One after another, they convulsed all kinds of Dharma Treasures and 

prepared to face the enemy. 

At this moment, the dark shadows revealed themselves one after another. They were all like 

werewolves. Their sharp claws were constantly drawing, as if they wanted to tear apart the human 

body. 

"What is this? I didn't see any information about it before!" 

"Damn it, What is this? did we come to the wrong place?" 

"Don't panic. We didn't come to the wrong place. There might be some unexpected situations here, but 

it doesn't matter. Let's kill these things and continue to find the giant python!" 

In order to raise their cultivation and increase their realms, these people were all desperate and began 

to attack. 

"Kill!" 



Everyone charged out together, and the wolf shadows also revealed themselves one after another. A 

chaotic battle began. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. The saber in his hand bloomed and helped a few people. 

The bloody battle continued, and the wolf shadow, relying on the strength of the wild beast, actually 

gradually gained the upper hand. 

"Damn it, these guys are so hard to deal with!" 

Many people were unable to hold on. 

"These pieces of trash!" 

Ye chen made a move in the air, using all kinds of divine powers. 

"Void vibration, underworld finger, sky shaking kill!" 

Under ye Chen's ingenious control, the various moves were still powerful but the movements were 

extremely small. In the chaotic battle, no one could even see the origin of these divine powers. 

With ye Chen's help, those people turned the situation around and killed the wolf shadow. 

Rivers of blood formed, and the earth was devastated. Dozens of Wolf silhouettes died in pools of blood. 

"Damn it, these animals actually dared to bite me!" 

"Yeah, are you all right?" 

"I'm fine!" 

"Then let's go!" 

Those people rested for a while and then continued to move forward. 

Ye chen looked at the Wolf's shadow on the ground and pondered for a long time. It seemed that the 

situation of the spirit realm path was getting more and more complicated. It would not be so easy to 

find out the truth. 

As the group moved forward, ye chen saw a few spherical objects falling around them. They were the 

ones used by those people earlier. He put them away and followed! 

Chapter 1828 The Terrifying Demonic Python! 

As ye chen continued to follow those people, he knew that he was getting closer and closer to danger. 

"Hurry up, hurry up!" 

The people in front of them shouted and the surrounding air gradually became cold. Ye chen knew very 

well that they had entered the man's attack range. 

"I'd like to see how this group of people will catch the snake!" 

Ye chen flew up to the rock wall and advanced cautiously, waiting for those people to make a move. 
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At this moment, the leader was distributing the tasks but ye chen had already sensed that the giant 

python was approaching at a very fast speed. 

"Ah!" 

Suddenly, there was a scream and a cultivator disappeared into the darkness. 

"Swish!" 

Then, fresh blood spurted out, and everyone trembled in fear. 

"What, what's going on?" 

"He was taken away by that snake!" 

"I saw a shadow just now. It's ... It's too huge. Did we underestimate the snake?" 

The snake Catchers trembled in fear, and many of them were so scared that they couldn't speak. They 

had clearly underestimated the power of the giant python. 

Ye chen hid in the rock wall, waiting for an opportunity. 

However, he could sense that these people were useless. They were no match for the giant python. If 

they were quickly devoured by the Python, he didn't want to stay any longer. It wasn't a good choice to 

face the Python alone. 

The giant python had been absorbing the essence of heaven and earth for a long time, so it was very 

likely that it had already passed the Tribulation. Otherwise, how could it be so powerful? 

"Over there, over there!" 

Suddenly, a cultivator spoke in a trembling voice and pointed in a direction. 

Everyone raised their heads and saw a bloody mouth opening towards them. 

"Ah!" 

Another scream was heard. A cultivator was bitten by the giant python and brought into the darkness. 

Just like before, everyone could only see blood splattering. 

After losing so many cultivators, the snake Catchers could no longer remain calm. They realized that it 

was impossible for them to kill a giant python of such cultivation base with their own strength. 

"Let's go, we can 't!" 

"That's right, boss. You've also seen it. That giant python is very likely to be a tribulation passing 

Almighty. How can we possibly be its match?" 

The snake Catchers 'will seemed to have wavered, and they all requested to leave. 

"What did you say before?" the boss scolded angrily."I gave you so many benefits. Now that you've 

followed me here and found the giant python, you want to leave? what a disgrace!" 

"This, this ..." 



"We didn't have a choice. We didn't expect the Python to be so terrifying!" 

"Yeah, we didn't expect that!" 

Everyone still wanted to leave, but the boss insisted on catching the snake because he knew that as long 

as he caught a giant python of this level, Ascension would not be a problem. 

Seeing that their boss did not agree to leave, they could only continue to catch the snake. 

On the other hand, ye chen was observing the Python's attack method and looking for its weakness. If 

he could not find its weakness, it would be difficult to defeat such a huge creature. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this moment, the giant rock cracked and the giant python attacked. 

Its huge body was not afraid of any attack and directly devoured everyone. 

"Kill!" 

The snake catcher boss gave the order, and everyone shot out their rockets. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The giant python was hit by the arrow, and its body began to burn rapidly. 

"Roar!" 

The giant python roared in pain, then quickly retreated into the darkness. 

"Fire arrows!" 

Ye chen had found one of the weapons to deal with the giant python. It was the rocket. 

"Hahaha, how can such a beast be our opponent? did you see that? it's very weak!" 

The snake catcher said with a smile. 

"Boss is mighty!" The people around him praised. 

At this moment, they continued to move forward, looking for traces of the giant python. 

Ye chen was still hiding on the rock wall. The cave was a black hole. He concealed his energy so no one 

knew of his existence. 

As the snake hunters continued to move forward, ye chen collected the items they had dropped to deal 

with the giant python. There were the smoke orbs and the chaotic fire arrows. Ye chen thought these 

were things that might be useful against the giant python. 

"Over there!" 

Someone saw the giant Python's body and shouted. 

"Kill!" 



The boss gave the order, and everyone launched the fire arrows again. Many people used their primary 

power to launch the fire arrows. Spiritual Qi and fire arrows were released at the same time, dealing a 

heavy blow to the giant python. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The giant python went crazy. Its body flew up and attacked the crowd. 

"Be careful, be careful!" 

Everyone retreated, but the giant python continued to pursue them. At this moment, the giant python 

flicked its tail and rushed forward like a mountain. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The huge impact stirred up a strong wind, and many people who didn't have a strong foundation were 

directly sucked into it. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Blood splattered everywhere as more people were strangled and devoured by the giant python. 

The terrifying atmosphere intensified, and everyone fell into panic again. 

"Heavenly net!" 

"Yes!" 

The snake catcher boss gave a decisive order, and several cultivators suddenly flew up from all 

directions and threw out the heavenly net. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The heavenly net descended and trapped the giant python in front of him. 

"Roar!" 

The giant python continued to struggle, and the heavenly net was on the verge of collapse. 

"Boss, what should we do?" 

"Simple. Launch the rocket with spiritual energy!" 

"Yes!" 

Several cultivators used their spiritual energy to fire the arrows. After the fire arrows hit the giant 

python, they used spiritual energy to ignite it. There were medicines in the fuel that were specially used 

to deal with the giant python. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The scales on the Python's body were constantly corroded by the medicine on the fire arrow, and it was 

in great pain. 



"Roar!" 

The giant python rolled around on the ground, but it was trapped by the heavenly net and the flaming 

arrow, so it could not escape. 

"Mm ..." 

Seeing this, ye chen nodded slightly. He did not expect these people to be so good at dealing with the 

giant python. He had underestimated them. 

"Roar!" 

Just when everyone thought that the giant python had been captured, it suddenly let out a loud roar. 

Then, a dark light bloomed, and the cave was in chaos. Nothing could be seen. 

"Where's the Python? where's the Python?" 

The crowd shouted one after another, but they seemed to be unable to find the giant Python's position. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was puzzled. How could such a huge object disappear so quickly? there must be some details 

that he had not seen clearly. 

Earlier, ye Chen's eyes had also been covered by the dark light. However, ye chen had a strong 

foundation and possessed pupil techniques such as the fiery golden eyes. Naturally, he could still see 

some clues. 

After everyone left, he flew down and looked at the traces around him. 

There were giant pythons shedding their skin around him. Ye chen sensed the energy around him and 

found that the giant Python's energy had indeed disappeared. This was very strange. 

"What happened?" 

Just as ye chen was deep in thought, suddenly, a scream and the sound of slaughter came from the cave. 

"Ah!" 

Hearing these screams, ye chen quickly moved forward and entered the cave. 

He discovered that a Man in Black had appeared in front of him. He had a long cape and moved like a 

ghost. His killing intent was extremely strong. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. Could it be ... 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Soon, those Snake Catchers and even the leader at the perfect void refinement stage were all killed! 

Chapter 1829 Blood Vulture Death Domain! 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold as he looked at the man in Black. He sensed a familiar energy. 
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"It's you!" 

Ye chen said to the Man in Black as he flew down. 

"Hehehe, it's me? And Who am I?" The Man in Black suddenly turned around. His hands and mouth 

were covered in blood. He was so bloodthirsty! 

"You're that giant python. I'm sure of it!" 

Ye chen saw the shadow of the giant python on him and he was the giant python. 

"Hehehe, since you know my secret, you'll become my food, just like them!" 

"I'm not as stupid as them. What do you think your chances of winning are?" 

"Why do I need to win to kill you?" 

The Man in Black clawed at ye chen. 

Ye chen flew backward and at the same time, his sharp palm shot out. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The palm energy swept across, and the surrounding space trembled. However, the Man in Black was 

unscathed and broke through the explosive formation. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was puzzled. Although the palm energy he had just released was not that powerful, the Man in 

Black should not have been able to withstand his palm energy so easily. 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with fire. He activated his fiery golden eyes and observed the changes in the Man 

in Black. 

Finally, he saw the truth. The black-clothed man's entire body was covered in extremely hard scales. It 

was the blood armor. 

"I see!" 

Now that he knew his opponent's characteristics, ye chen no longer hesitated and went all out. 

"Void vibration!" 

As ye Chen's figure retreated, the energy in his body swept across, shaking the void and causing a 

powerful vibration wave to hit the Man in Black. 

The Man in Black didn't dare to fight back this time and quickly stopped. 

"You know fear too?" Ye chen sneered. 

"Hehehe, a person on the verge of death still doesn't forget to argue!" 

"We'll see who's on the verge of death soon!" 

A faint Saber Light appeared in ye Chen's hand. The immortal slaying Flying Dagger was ready. 



The ancient God Body was ready to move. Ye chen flew out and pounced on the Man in Black. 

"Blood slaughter!" 

Suddenly, the Man in Black activated the power of his bloodline, and his entire body bloomed with the 

light of a blood Phoenix. A huge shadow of a blood Phoenix even appeared behind him. 

"Vajra seal, Kongtong ocean overturning seal!" 

Seeing that the other party was using the power of his bloodline, ye chen did not hesitate and made a 

dharmic seal. 

Behind ye chen, the king Kong's angry form appeared. The huge King Kong's shadow sent out a hand 

seal. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The power of the hand seal increased explosively as it attacked the Man in Black. 

"Ah, kill!" 

The Man in Black was bloodthirsty and crazy. He ignored ye Chen's attack and charged straight at him. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The hand seal landed on the black-clothed man's body, but because of the blood armor, it had no effect. 

"Interesting!" 

Ye chen sneered. He was thinking that if he could peel off the skin of the blood Phoenix and use it to 

repair the night Demon Armor, it would be a very good thing. 

Ye chen did what he wanted to do. He transformed the immortal slaying Flying Dagger into a Wolf's 

claw. His figure moved in an instant, like a Wolf's shadow. 

"Kill!" 

The Man in Black kept shooting out blood Vulture venomous fangs in an attempt to stop ye Chen's 

advance. 

However, he had underestimated ye Chen's speed and determination. Among the countless poisonous 

fangs, ye Chen's figure moved nimbly and released a wonderful divine ability. 

"Nine Heavens Yu-treading steps!" 

In the blink of an eye, ye chen had arrived in front of the Man in Black. 

"What?" The Man in Black was shocked. He opened his mouth and spat out a cloud of blood. 

"Breath control!" 

Ye chen quickly held his breath, then turned around and launched a misty underworld finger! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



The finger force turned into a sharp light and pierced through the black-clothed man's scales. 

"Swish!" 

Although the force of the finger was blocked by the Man in Black's blood armor, the high temperature of 

the corrosion still made the Man in Black suffer. 

His scales had also loosened due to the burning and had even fallen off. 

"Damn it, damn it!" 

The Man in Black roared madly. Dark scales appeared on his body and his bloody eyes glowed red. He 

was ready to kill ye chen. 

Ye chen had been waiting for this moment of anger. Only then would he have a chance. 

"Come on!" Ye chen sneered and the Man in Black attacked in anger. 

"Blood Vulture death world!" 

The Man in Black released a blood mist. Instantly, the surrounding space was confused. Then, poisonous 

mist came out with the blood mist. Once touched, one would die without a doubt. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen sneered disdainfully. Then, he walked into the blood mist. 

"Hehehe, idiot, you actually dare to directly walk into my blood Vulture death world. You really don't 

want to live long. You've already been surrounded by the poisonous fog and will die without a doubt!" 

The Man in Black laughed smugly. He thought he had succeeded. 

At this moment, ye chen had walked out of the blood mist safely and was right in front of them. 

"What?" In the midst of his shock, ye chen had already made his move. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The light of the wolf Claw reverberated in the void, followed by a powerful corrosive force. 

The Man in Black's blood armor was actually injured by ye Chen's Wolf Claw and even began to bleed. 

"What's going on?" 

The Man in Black was confused. 

"Ha, it's very simple. On my Wolf claws, there's a medicine specially used to deal with you!" Ye chen 

took out the herbs he had collected for the snake hunters. 

"You, why did you not react to my blood mist?" The Man in Black continued to question. 

"That's even simpler. My ancient God Body is immune to any poison!" Zhao Feng said. 

"Ancient God Body? what the hell is this? I'm going to kill you!" 



The Man in Black was furious to the extreme and charged over. 

"What an idiot! Since that's the case, I'll send you on your way!" 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed coldly, and his body exuded an extremely dense murderous aura. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

A purple electric glow appeared all over ye Chen's body. Then, he closed his eyes. 

At this moment, the figure of the Man in Black was already in front of him. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye chen suddenly shifted his feet. His figure was like a Phantom. It was the nine Heavens Yu step. 

The Man in Black was even more furious after missing his attack. He wanted to kill ye chen even when 

he saw his shadow. 

At this moment, ye chen was using his footwork advantage to attack the Man in Black's weak spots. 

After a round of beating, ye chen stopped. 

"You, you!" 

The Man in Black stood where he was and looked at ye chen. At first, he did not feel any changes in his 

body but soon, he saw that his whole body seemed to be on fire and sizzled. 

"You've already been hit by my 108 Wolf claws, and you still don't know it. You're really an idiot!" 

"Ah!" 

Under ye Chen's gaze, the Man in Black's entire body was bleeding. The power of the blood armor 

dissipated. The medicine seeped into his body and his meridians and blood instantly froze. 

"BOOM!" 

The Man in Black fell to the ground with his eyes wide open. 

With the end of the man's life, his body once again transformed into the blood armor. 

"Skin him alive and pull out his tendons!" 

Ye chen flew to the blood puppet and suddenly extended his hand. With a swish, the Python's scales 

were removed. 

After half an hour, ye chen had collected his spoils of war-the Suan ni blood centipede's fine scales, the 

blood centipede snake's gallbladder, and the blood centipede Dragon's tendon! 

These three items were all treasures to ye chen. Among them, the blood Vulture scale armor could be 

used to repair the night Demon Armor, the blood Vulture snake's gallbladder could be used to ascend 

cultivation base, and the blood Vulture Dragon tendon could be used to make divine weapons. 

"Ha, excellent!" 



Chapter 1830 Reunion Of Brothers! 

The battle was over. Ye chen sat cross-legged on the rock. With a wave of his hand, the blood Python's 

gallbladder floated in the air. 

"Void alchemy!" 

After activating his secret divine ability, ye chen circulated his spiritual energy and a furnace appeared in 

the air. 

He guided the snake gall into the furnace, and then, the powerful spiritual Qi turned into spiritual fire 

and began to refine. 

After two hours of refining, the snake gall was finally completely refined. A dark red golden pill emerged 

from the furnace and floated into ye Chen's hand. 

The moment he touched it, ye chen could feel the powerful vitality, spiritual energy, and Pandora 

demon ability! 

This was a very precious mixed golden core, which contained all kinds of powers. 

It was impossible for ordinary cultivators to swallow such a golden core, because they could only refine 

one of the powers, and the other powers would destroy their bodies. 

However, ye chen was different. He cultivated the Supreme ancient God Body and could absorb and 

refine all kinds of energy, including different types of energy. 

"Today, I'll let my Foundation ascend again!" 

At that moment, a powerful counterforce suddenly erupted from the Golden core as if it wanted to 

devour ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold. He saw that the Golden core in front of him had actually formed the 

shadow of the blood Phoenix. It was extremely violent. It was the blood Phoenix's resentment. 

"Ye chen, you bastard, I'm going to devour you, hahaha!" 

"You actually dared to use a scheme to frame me. You're dead." 

"I curse you for all eternity, don't even think about using my power!" 

Ye chen was annoyed by all kinds of words. 

"Lowly blood banner, you dare to make an enemy of a Supreme martial artist?" 

Ye Chen's anger rose, and his might was unstoppable. 

He gathered energy and then used his ancient God Body. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Instantly, a powerful qi and blood burst out from his meridians and spread throughout his body. 
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Ye Chen's body glowed with the ancient God's light. His entire aura changed drastically, as if he was the 

Supreme Being of heaven and earth. 

"Ah!" 

"Ancient God light!" He shouted in anger, and his ancient God light covered his golden core. 

"Ah!" 

He roared in pain. Behind the Golden core, the shadow of the blood armor seemed to have been refined 

by Hellfire and was in extreme pain. 

"No, no!" 

He let out the most indignant roar, wanting to bite back at ye chen. 

"I'm going to take you down with me!" 

Xue Chu charged at ye chen like a madman. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

Ye chen suddenly opened his eyes. The ancient God's light bloomed completely, and the blood Phoenix's 

shadow turned into ashes on the spot. 

"If you don't come now, then when?" 

He opened his mouth and the Golden core was sucked into his mouth. 

With the Golden core in his body, ye Chen's vitality surged again. 

"Roar!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Golden core in his body burst with a powerful force, constantly attacking ye Chen's limbs and bones. 

Such an impact would even kill a body integration stage cultivator. However, ye chen, who was at the 

mid void refinement stage, managed to hold on with his ancient God Body! 

"You still want to resist? you don't know what death is!" 

Ye chen activated his ancient God bloodline and instantly suppressed the power of the blood armor of 

the Golden core, forcefully absorbing it. 

As his absorption of the Golden core's energy became more complete, ye Chen's Foundation soared! 

"Phew ..." 

Ye chen let out a breath of turbid air. The last remnants of the blood armor's power had also dissipated, 

completely turning into energy that was beneficial to ye chen and flowing through his body. 

"Hahaha!" 

He stood up and laughed heartily. His gains this time were too great. Just a single golden core was 

equivalent to who knew how many high-quality spirit veins he had. 



Ye chen knew that he was not far from breaking through to the perfect void refinement stage. 

If he wanted to enter the spirit realm, even if he was a genius like ye chen, his void refinement stage 

cultivation base was not enough. That was why he was so anxious to improve his own cultivation base. 

After that, he used the blood Vulture scale to repair the night Demon Armor, allowing the armor to 

recover its power. 

Ye chen kept the last blood centipede Dragon tendon for future use. 

After killing Xue Chu, ye chen continued to move forward and explore the spirit realm gate. 

The path ahead was deep and winding, but it was no longer a narrow path. Instead, it was a long 

corridor. 

On the corridor, there were various totems of the demon race and murals praising the demon race. It 

was clear that this was the sacred land of the demon race. 

After passing through the long corridor and entering the main hall, ye chen saw a large door in the 

distance! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Spiritual light was constantly being emitted from the door, and the powerful energy was dazzling. 

Ye chen stepped forward and came to the door. 

Feeling the powerful spiritual light coming from the door, ye chen was certain that this was the door to 

the spirit world. 

"I've finally found it!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. He had been waiting for this moment for too long. 

He extended his hand and sensed the energy flow within the gate to the spirit realm. 

"Collect!" 

He wanted to absorb the energy within to break through, but he quickly discovered that forcefully 

absorbing the spiritual realm gate's energy wasn't beneficial to him. It might even cause a backlash to 

his body. 

"The gate has a reservation mechanism!" 

Ye chen immediately realized this and retracted his hand, no longer absorbing energy. 

"How do I open it?" 

Although they had found the spirit realm's Gate, opening it was another problem. The blissful scholar 

did not tell ye chen how to open the gate. Perhaps he did not even know how to open it. 

In front of the door, ye chen tried all kinds of remarkable powers and secret techniques but still could 

not make the door loosen even a little. It was clear that it was difficult to enter the spirit realm. 



"The demon disaster area has been severely damaged. There won't be any movement in the short term. 

Now that we have found the gate, there's no need to rush." 

Ye chen turned around and left. He was going to meet up with the great ancestor and ye Wushuang. 

…… 

In the main hall of the heaven trampling sect. 

"Forefather, you're finally here!" Patriarch Tatian went out to welcome him personally. 

"Hahaha! Ancestral patriarch Tatian, how have you been?" 

Old ancestor yellow spring cupped his hands and saluted. 

"It's alright, it's alright. I've found the person you wanted me to find!" 

"Hurry up and let us see him!" 

"Good! Go invite him!" 

Patriarch sky trampling waved his hand, and a cultivator bowed slightly before leaving the hall. 

After a while, a young man in white walked into the hall. 

"Wushuang!" 

The old ancestor was overjoyed and quickly walked over. 

"Forefather!" 

Ye Wushuang was also very excited. Ever since he had entered the spirit realm, they had been 

separated. Now, they had finally met again. However, he had not seen ye Chen's trace and his heart 

trembled. 

"Where is the master?" 

Fellow Daoist ye has gone to find the gate to the spirit realm. He should be back soon." 

"Can we really find the gate to the spirit realm?" Ye Wushuang asked. 

"As long as fellow Daoist ye goes, you'll definitely be able to find it." 

The two of them nodded at each other and followed patriarch heaven trampling into their seats. 

"The heaven trampling sect is indeed powerful. You found the person you're looking for so quickly. 

Thank you, patriarch heaven trampling." 

"Fellow Daoist ye is an Almighty of our human race. He killed the demon Lord and shook the foundation 

of the demon-stricken area. Such a magnificent feat will definitely leave his name in history. I'm already 

very happy to be able to help him do something." 

"Hahaha, good, good!" 



The great ancestor was overjoyed. Ye Chen's influence in the spirit realm was unparalleled. He could 

also benefit from it. 

"Sect leader, sect leader, senior ye chen is back!" 

At that moment, a cultivator barged into the hall to report. 

"Oh, fellow Daoist ye is really back! That's great!" The forefather was overjoyed and ye Wushuang was 

looking forward to it. 

 


